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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Montgomery County Public Schools has been using the centralized warehouse
concept for the procurement and distribution of supplies for the past 20 years.
At least two major factors are important to the cost effective operation of
such a concept: (1) the existence and operation of an adequate and efficient
warehouse facility and (2) the operation of an efficient distribution system.
Each of the chapters f this report examines one of these factors as it
operates within MCPS generally and the Division of Supply and Property
Management specifically.

Overall, the study found the attitudes of principals towards the services
provided by the Division of Supply and Property Management to be very poSitive.
The division has a strong track record for processing a large number of
requisitions, distributing a high volume of supplieS, and meeting the short-
term demands of the school system, although these services are not necessarily
carried out at the lowest possible cost or in the most efficient manner.
Nevertheless, the "can do" attitude of the division's staff is well respected
throughout the school system.

Chapter 1: Warehousing and Warehouse Operations

The_Lindblii Center Warehouse serves as the central location for most of the
actiVities of the_Division of Supply and Property Management. The primary use
Of rbe_ WarehOUSe_is the central receiving, storage; and_distributiGn of school
and_ Office supplies. The building also housesthe_division's administrative
OffiCeS, the textbook processing and depository function, the property control
function, the furniture repair function, forms storage, and other types of
general storage.

The five primary tasks performed in the warehouse related to the SupplieS
function are (1) receiving; (2) stocking a nd inventory, (3) filling
reqniSitions, (4) packing orders for distribution, and (5) loading delivery
vehicles.

Current Warehousing Practices_

Although the warehouse is not in good physical cOndition and imposes certain
physical constraints on operations, division managers have Made effortS to use
the space effectively. Among the more satisfactory aspects of warehouse
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operations are (a) the general tlOW Of_Supplies and materials through the
warehouse, (b) the orotly tondition_Of the distribution and seIt storage
areas, and (c) materials handling. kdditional efforts to improve housekeeping
procedures have been Started Since the study data were collected.

Study_data show, hOWeVer, that_ the divisiou personnel are overly dependent on
7institutiOnal memory7_provided by long-term staff, rather than written
documentation._ _The efficiency and effectiveness of the supply warehouse
operations Cuuld be improved by:

1. Reexamining the overall layout of the warehouse With the Minimum
objective of considering changes in the _layout_ tO improve_the space
allocated to receiving and packing, widen and mark the aislea, And
separate further the receiving and shipping areas

2. Developing written operating procedures and a stock locator system

3. Continuing to improve and documenting current housekeeping practices

4. Enforcing safety requirements for personnel and stored materiala

5. Improving security for the warehouse specifically And for LinCOln
Center generally

These changes and imp:ovements Could be AddoMpliShed_With a minimum of expense.
At the same time, an offsetting tOdeat Savinga Should result from the greater
efficencies of better procedures And houSekeeping.

Future Warehouse-Requirementa And ImprovementS

The current wardhotad facility 1.6 Oldi not well suited for continuing use as a
warehouse, and_not in good physical condition. If MCPS continues operating
under a centralized warehouse concept, consideration will have to be given to A
replacement warehouse.

The value of the ptoi;etty on which the warehouse is currently_ locateclis
increaSing significantly with the changing surroundings. Although state law
would require MCPS to surrender this property to the_county government if it
were no longer required for school system use, and the toutiry would benefit
directly from the increased value, MCPS_COUld benefit indirectly through an
agreement with the county regarding the financing of 4 replacement warehouse

MCPS currently operates a number Of independent warehouse facilities and
inventory control systems; including the_FOOd SerVidda Warehouse, the Division
of Maintenance Warehouse which is operated by DiViSitin of Supply and Property
Management, and the primary transportation prittd Warehoude. Although slparate;
these warehouses are all part of the Shady Grove Government Services Park in
Gaithersburg.
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The existende of these separate warehouses and the deteriorating condition of
the aUpply warehouse raise the question of consolidating _warehouses _to
introduce economies. Sanitation requirements,_Federal Drug Administration
regult..;.ions, and other factors restrict the opportunities _for consolidation of
the supply warehouse with the food_services warehOuse, althotgh there_May be
ways to protect the food_services_operations while taking advantage_of_tha rail
siding, energy conservation, and other operating ecOnemiett. The hygierad
factors would not be involved if the consolidation were With the tranaportation
or maintenance warehouse and inventory operations.

On the other hand, it may be thar a well7deSigned, self-ccintained WArdhOuad And
distribution center for the Division of Supply arid Property Management would
prove to be more cost-effective;

The determination of (1) the cost-effectiveness and advisability of operating_a
consolidated warehouse; (2) which current warehouse_operatiOn&,_ if Any, ehould
be consolidated; (3) how rhe construction and operating costs of a consolidated
warehouse would compare to a separate new warehouse for the Division of Supply
and Property _Management; and (4) whether other units froth the Lincoln Center
complex should be included in any relocation i not within the scope of this
study; However, _at the _appropriate time, the pessibla advantages _of
consolidating staffi_ sharing floor space, and utilizing common inventory
control systets should be explored. With alis in mind, MCPS should consider a
WarehOUSe_relOdation and consolidation study to determine the feasibility of
varioua_alternatives for replacing the warehouse and other Lincoln Center
faCilities. This study should be undertaken when either (1) alrernative
purchasing/diatribution systems are considered_or (2) it becomes physically
necessary to replace the existing supply warehouse; Any new or consolidated
WardhOUSe facility which results from the study should be fully automated With
a modern inventory control system.

Recommendations

The findings and implications reported in thia chapter lead to the following
recommendations:

1. The tractor-trailer service area in front of the receiving and
shipping docks should be modified to provide additional room to
maneuver vehicles. This might be accomplished by moving employee
parking closer to North Stonestreet Avenue.

2. A new layout_of_ the floor space allocations should be developed and
include the individual suggestions contained in this report. Among
theSe suggestions are (a) increasing the space allocation for the
receiVing and packing functions; (b) converting some open storage
area to pallet rack storage area, (c) increasing the width of ane
Marking the_ floor for aisles, and (d) further separating the
receiving And shipping areas.
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3. A more formal, expanded, and documented stock locator system should
be designed and implemented.

4. A program to continue increasing the aWardneSS and importance of good
housekeeping practices should be developed.

5. Existing standard_operating_procedUrda Shetild be documented_ann
issued in writing_for confirting orderS, receiving functiOnai picking
and packing, and diStributing.

6. All types of flammable liquids and other similar materials should be
Stored in a separate controlled area.

7. The inclubion of the furniture repair area within the warehouse
building should be reassessed for safety reasons.

. A comprehensive security plan _which_ stresses the concept of
l"reasonable care" should be deveoped for the warehouse in_ close

Consultation with other MCPS units located at the Lincoln Center;
The plan should include procedures which limit access to and movement
Within the warehouse by any persons other than personnel of_ the
Division of Supply and Property Management. One aspec_t of _these
procedures should be the establishment of a "secure" area for pickinc
up confirmed orders. Another aspect is securing exterior doors
and/or installing gates.

9. Because of_the physicaI_condition of the existing uarehtidde, the ladk
of a railroad siding;_the increased value of _the LindOl Center Site,
and the increased .traffic congestion, tonsideratiOn ithoUld 1Jd given
to_another site_for the supply uarehodge slid possibly for the_other
functions_currently_located at_the_Linsolft Center. Part Of that
consideracion should_include a feasibility study sad_ cosit7benefit
analysis of consolidating the mcEE_supply_tiarehouse With other MCPS
warehouse operations at the Shady Grove site.

Chapter 2. DiStribution 6, Supplies and Materials

A_nuMber of MCPE divisions conduct distribution actLvities with separate fleets
of vehield6. The two major fleets directly concerned with distribution of
Supplies and materials are the Division of Supply and Property_Management and
the DiViSion of Food Services. In addition, the Division of Maintenance haS a
fleet of vehicles which periodically makes trips and distributes supplies and
materials to schaols and other MCPS_facilities; The_DiViaitir_of
Transportation, in providing_pupiI transportation serviceS, makes sthedqled
daily visits to all schools; however, these visits are not Cenaidered ih this
chapter because their purpose is so distinct from the distributioh of supplies
and materials. But the Division of Transportation does MOVd partd_and SUppiies
smohg the four bus depots. The focus of the chapter is on the distribution
flet8 operated by the Division of Supply and Property Management.
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Delivery of Ilarehoua3_Supplies

Because no written dispate,h reccrds are maintained, it was not possible for_ _

project staff to determine -,:he friiquetcy Of deliveries to individual schools or
types of_schools, although it it generally agreed that not all schools receive
deliVerias every day.Nearly_half of the principals surveyed indicate that
somethirg lets _than dFily supply deliveries would be acceptable without damage
tO the ihstructional program. Almost 20 percent of the principals are willing
tO haVe deliveries be as infrequent as once a week;

Currently five vans are making aupply deliveries each day for a weekly tOtal -Of
2 runs. If supply deliveries were reduced from fiv;i: to three _dayg Week (the
mini.m reduction supported by the largest number _of principals) and _a
staggered delivery schedule begun, only 15 runs would be req_ti.Lred eath Week.
At least one delivery van (possibly two; depends_upon other distribUtion needt
Of the division) could be deleted at this reduced level of terVite.

Since three deliveries a week would result in supplieS reathing the tthdolt
within one day of when they do now and since sch0018 COUld COntinue the
existiha practice of sending someone _to the varehOUte to pick tip emergency
Orders, it appears unlikely that this _level of reduCed delivery services would
have any significant impact on the instructional program.

Use of Eelpers_anDelivery-Vana

The reduction in the number_ Of gupply deliVeries and the corresponding
reduction of at least one delivery Van attumet a reduction in C;se number of
delivery helpers by one.

Beyond this reduction_is a further postible redUCtion by eliminating helpers on
all delivery vans. On the one_hand, the ttudy Obterved that (a) aone of the
surrounding school systems which Use_the centralized warehouse concept find it
necessary to provide helpers_on supply delivery vans; (b) the MCPS Division of
Food Services does not_provide helpers on its supply vans although some rouoly
equivalent weights and delivery situations are involved; (c) building tervice
workers are frequently available to assist_ with_unloading at the tchoOlt, And
(d) 11108t Of the items delivered do not require two persons to carry them.

On the other hand; supply division managers point out (a) the aize or weight of
some delivered itema require a second peraon to unload, (b) the qUantity of
items delivered at some locations is such that a helper taVet time; and (c) the
presence of two_persons is a theft deterent; Although other internal Control
mechanisma, suCh as signed manifests_and delivery slips; tad serVe at Well as a
second person to deter theft, the other two points_haVe validity. HoWeVer;
they are not true for every delivery at every tchOta. By grouping large
quantity or heavy itema on one of the three weekly deliVeriet to eaCh tChool
and by adjusting routes_to balance total delivery lOad8, the need fOr_supply
helpers could be_reduced to a single position which would be rotated daily
among the five delivery areas.
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A reduttion of another supply eervice worker I would save an additional
$20;500, including fringe benefits, annually.

During the_summer months when school_closings and other special factors tan
indrease the volume of large or heavy items being transported on the carg0
Vana, the r.urrerit practice of using temporary helpers paid from part-time funds
tight need _to be_expanded slightly to offset the position loss. Approximately
$5,000 providda 12 Weeks of temporary summer help.

Delivery Van Routin

Although division managers indicate that the delivery van_routes "are modified
on a daily basis to adjust for loading and_delivery quantities," the extent Of
the Modifications could not be determined because _of the absence of vritten
dispatch records. Information obtained from _study interVieWS iS ificonSiatent
on this point; However, since_managert indidate_that Vena Are not rerouted
across the boundaries of the five predetermined_ delivery areas, it is clear
that at least that self-imposed constraint exiStS tc limit o?timal route
modifiQations.

Whether or not the supply delivery service is reduced, obtaining fuel economies
and reducing driving times require that maximum effort be given to daily routemodifications; _If the study suggestions to reduce deliveries and delivery
helpers are implemented, careful monitoring and modification of loads and
routes betOme critical.

Possible Fleet ConSolidetionS

Although full feasibility and cost analyses are not within the_ acroPe of_ thisatady, the following three possible fleet consolidation situationa Should at
least be examined:

Pony-and-Warehouse Supply Deliveries

current practice calls for small supply packages to be included on
the Pony delivery. Since study observationa showed that many
warehouse supply packages can be handled by one person, a greater
number of supply packages could be added to the Pony runs except for
two constraints: (a) the limited interior -Tate and layout of the
Pony step vans and (b) the Pony delivPry procedures which do not
require the driver to contact school personnel or obtain receipt
signatures. Therefore, the feasibility and availability of using
some larger Pony delivery vehicles or modifying the interior
configuration of the existing step vans should be _explored, and the
added delivery time within schools should be estimated. Then the
operating costs and delivery persoinel time of an expanded Pony
delivery system could be compared to the personnel and operational
savings from reducing the supply delivery first.
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2. Food__Services--and__Wa-re-house Supply Deliveries

Food services cargo vans currently make weekly deliveries to all
schools frOM the Food Services Warehouse at Shady Grove, while
similar supply Management cargo vans make daily (recommended in this
report tb be reduced to three times each week) deliveries to all
adhoOld froM_the Lincoln Center Warehouse. Hygenic restrictions and
the separation of the two warehousn locations have served as
COnStraintS against Considering any c;onsolidation of these two
deliVery fleetii. Nevertheless, the possibility that operating
SaVinga, eapecielly_on the longer runs to more distant schcioi:, might
result_takda the idea of consolidation, at least for non-food items;
appealing.. If both warehouse_supplies and food supplies were issued
from the 3ame or_ adjacent facilities (a possible outcome of the
warehouse relocationicensolidation study recommended in Chapter I);
the opportunities for fleet consolidation would increase; Further;
if the pony Vans Were to carry a greater number of supply packages;
as suggestOd above, consolidation with food services for only the
remaining larger/heavier supply items would appear still more
fdatible And might make possible the virtual elimination of a
separate supply delivery fIeet

3. Maintenance and Transportation Depot Deliveries

Transportation and maintenance managers should adopt procedures which
assure that neither division would Soatately move parts an: supplies
from one depot to another withOdt_deterMiding whether the other
division had a similar need at roughly the Same time.

Food_Services_SatelIite-Delivery Vans

Currently, the food services Satellite delivery vans are returned to the
transportation depots from the central kitchen locations for refueling,
security, and overnight maintenance, as necessary. While this is a convenience
in the case of refueling and maintenance, other arrangements could be worknd
out if that would permit an operational savings by elimiaating "deadhead"
mileage from kitchen to depot and back. However, food services menagers point
out that there is current alternate arrangements for truck security since
there are no fenced lots at Lhe kitchen locations.

The Division of Transportation has been exploring the feaSibility of
establiahing satellite parking depots for school buses. Each satellite parking
lot would be secure and equipped with fuel pumps. If one or more of these
Satellite lots were located adjacent to a central kizchen, both the Divisions
of Transportation and Food Services would benefit. This considetatior should
be introduced into transportation's feasibility study.
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Recommendations

The findings and implications reported in this chapter lead to the following
recommendations:

1. The frequency Of warehouse supply deliveries to_schools_and Other
locations_should be reduced. _The initial reduction_should be from
daily to three times a week; with a corresponding reductiOn in vans;
drivers, and helpers. After a year's experiende With such a
schedule; some further adjustment in frequency tilay be Appropriate.

2. The_current practice of assigning delivery helperS (supply services
worker 1) to supply delivery vans should be clidng04 tO _provide a
helper only on a minimum cf one delivery run tO each location Once a
week.

The existing_practice_of using part-time funds during the peak summer
months should be, expanded as necessary to Compensate for the
reduction in the number of delivery helper potations.

4. Supply delivery loading and_renteSdhoUld be modifizi on a daily
basis to compensate ft:1r Seheduled SChOoIs which require no delivery
that day; to concentrate larld iteMS Which require a delivery helper;
and to adjust for tOtal_loading and delivery q-rgrities between cargo
vans. Predetermined deliVery areas and routes_should not be viewed
as absolUte constraints to the modification procedures.

5. Written dispatch records and manifests should be maintained.

6. MCPS should conduct a study to determine the feasiability and cost-
effectiveness of consolidating some or all of the warehouse supply
deliveries with the Pony deliveries and/or the food services
deliveries_in order to reduce or eliminate one or more of the
separate delivery fleets. This st.:dy should be closely coordinated
with the warehouse relocstion/consolidation study recommended in
Chapter

7. Managers Of the transportation and 'flatten-a:ice divisions should
establish the necessary procedures to aaddte that dupl.Lcate delivery
runs for parts and supplies are not made berWeea the depots.

The_Division of Transportation'S _featability study of satellite bus
parking lo should:be expanded to conSider the swrings to food
services ,Ielivery operations_if one or mote of these satellite lots
were loc:ited near a central kitcher:



ADDENDUM

When staff of an organizational unit being StUdied are hOt in agreement with
the Department of Educational Accountability ViS7a-ViS findings or
recommendations included in a DEA report, the_P_olity on_EduCetiOriel
Accountability provides for staff comment8 to be included ea an addendum to the
DEA report.

In accordance with this policy, ue provide in this section comments by staff of
the Office of the Associate SUperintendent for Supportive Services which take
issue with some facetS of thia report.
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COMMENTS PRCVIDED BY THE OFFICE OF THE
ASSOCIATE SUPERINTENDENT FOR SUPPORTIVE SERVICES

RECOMMENDATIONS, Page E-3

1. The tractor-trailer service area in front of the receiving and shipping
docks should bR modified to provide additional room to maneuver vehicles.
This might be accomplished by moving employee parking closer to North
Stonestreet Avenue.

The maneuvering of vehicles in front_of_the receiving and shippiug_docks
is not a significant problem. _In the summer of_1982, when the observation
was made, there were many more summer employees with cars occupying
parking space because of the large number of schools being closed;

2. A new layout of the floor space allocations should be developed and
include the individual suggestions contained in this report. Among these
suggestions are (a) increasing the space allocation for the receiving and
packing functions, (b) converting some open Storage area to pallet rack
storage area, (c) increasing the width of and marking the floor for
aisles, and (d) further separating the receiving and shipping areas.

Movement of materials to meet fiuctuating storage needs continues as a
standard practice. In the very batty gunner ionthA (particularly in 1982),
congestion may have appeared to be A proble*, but daily moving activity,
observation; and supervision continue to be successful.

3. A more formal; expanded, and docutented Stock locator system should be
designed and iMplemented.

There_is an existing Stoat ledatet SyStem in effect that works wen. Each
item has a catalog number, eath storage tatk haS a number and each bay is
identified by an alphabetical letter._ These identifications are_recorded
on shelf label_stock flashers for the second or third stock location.
Stock location is not a probles.

4. A prograt to COntinue increasing_ the awareness and importante of good
housekeeping practices should be developed.

Sdper*iSors and staff_are aware_of good housekeeping praetitee. The
debriS from receipts and_packings are tratsh_canned each day' the_beilding
Is freietit at the end of each day; trash is removed from the building each
day; And, staff maintains neat Ind orderly working spaces.



5. Existing standarli operating procedures should be documented and issued in
writing for confirming orders, receiving functions, picking and packing,
and distributing;

Standard operating procedures will be documented.

All types of flammable liquid and other Similar materiala ShoUld be Stored
in a separate controlled area;

No suitable space Is available for the storage of flamtable 114dide. The
fire marshal has beam involved in the past with the otorage of duplicating
fluid in both the schools and warehouse. A_eapital orojeot proposal for a
new warehouse building In the FY 1986 capital budget IdclUdes a separate
controlled area.

7. The inclusion of the furniture repair area Within the Warehouse building
should be reassessed for safety reasons;

The_ furniture repair _area will be readSeSSed._ The only safety reason
cited was flammable liquids, 1.6.* paiht,_ Shellac* varnish* and varsol
used in the_furniture repair area* deed in limited quantititesi and stored
in metal cabinets.

. A comprehensive security plan which stresses the concept of "reasonable
tare" shoUld be developed for the warehouse in close_consultation with
other_ MCPS units located_at Lincoln Centar. The plan should intlUde
procedures which limit_access to and movement within the warehouse by any
persons otherthan personnel_of the Division of Supply and_Property
Management. _One aspect_of these procedures should be the establishment Of

7secure" area for picking up confirmed_ orders; An-Other aspect it;
securing exterior doors and/or installing gates;

Security during working hours has not been a prohleA. MCPS staff visit
and are welcome in the distributida_teuter dekplek. During the summer7.
fall months of 1982* when MORE Obeettrere trete periodically in the
distribution center* there were bettreed_70-90 peOpld Working. It would be
very difficult for an observer to identify A non MCPS employee.

In the absence of air conditiOning in a major part of the building* doors
are opened during bdeiteee hodte to provide ventilation and improve the
work environment.

Visitors to the warehouse are_"Cheeked in in the wain office before
picking up an order. _They ate then guided by yellow floor arrows to the
pick up area- After 3:30 p;.2 they are escerted.

The Lincoln Center complea_is feuted,_ and gaitee Are locked at 6:00 p.a .
each day except for the gate to the 24 hour Aecurity office building.
They are reopened at 6:00 a.m. A blinding aerVices worker tours the
buildings each evening to eneurethat doors are locked.
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"Reasonable care security is practiced every day in the diStribution
center compIem

9. Because of the physical condition of the existing warehouse, the lack of a
railroad siding, the increased value of the Lincoln Center site, and the
increased traffic congestion, consideration should be given to another
site for the supply warehouse and possibly for the other functions
currently located at Lincoln Center. Part of that consideration should
include a feasibility study and cost-benefit analysis of consolidating the
MCPS supply warehouse with other MCPS warehouse operations at the Shady
Grove site.

An economic feasibility study for ale relocation of facilities in the
Lincoln Center will be considered as a future capital budget project.

Insofar as consoltdation 'with other MCPS wameimpuse operations at the
Shady Grove site' there are only two other warehouses. One is the 30,000
square feet of food services wareimmuse which is fully used. The other
warehouse is 5,000 square feet for mailitelmance supplies witich is fully
used. Consolidation of these two facilities with the 45,000 square feet
of warehouse space ia the Lincoln Center is not feasible.

The absence of a railroad siding for the distribution center_is not_a
factor since the majority of deliveries are for bid items_ which include
the price of transportation In the 'majority of cases, and rail car lots
are no longer bid by vendors.

RECOMMENDATIONS, Page E-8

I. The frequency of warehouse supply deliveries to schools and other
locations should be reduced. The initial_reduction _should be froM daily
to three times a week, with a corresponding reduction_in vans, drivers,
and helpers. After a year's experience_with such a schedule, some further
adjustment in frequency may be appropriate.

The frequency_of warehouse supply deliveries to 153 schools and other
locations _should not be reduced. The volume of material handled requires
that the inventory be_moved daily in and out of the building. The space
for asSembly of materials to be shipped is not large enough to accumulate
supply deliveries without creating congestion and a backup inside the
warehouse.

2. The current practice of assigning delivery helpers (supply_serviceS_Worker
to supply delivery vans should be changed to provide_a helper only on a

minimum of one delivery run to each location once a week.

The_current_practice of assigning delivery helpers to delivery vans should
continue. The driver And helper both unload and load vans with scores" Of
containerS weigbing between 50 and 250 pounds. Frequently, the driver and
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helper have_other assigments to pidk up used textbooks, excess furniture;
relocate pianos, refrigerators, freezers,_ ovens, stage risers and
platfora0. One_ person cannot reasonably handle these tasks.
Implementation of this recommendation would seriously hamper supply
services _to sch0618. Staff morale would be seriously impaire& Recent
principal association meetings resolved no changes to present supply
services. (Commercial carriers have only a driver; but this service is
'tailgate delivery- which may end up on the sidewalk.)

3. The existing practice of using part-time funds during the peak summer
months should be expanded as necessary to compensate for the reduction in
the number of delivery helper positions;

The existing_practice for using part-time funds should be continued to
meet the needs of closing and opening schools as yell as moving into and
out Of renovated school buildings.

4. Supply delivery loading and routes should be modified on a daily basis to
compensate for scheduled schools which require no delivery that_day, _to
concentrate large items which require a delivery helper, and tO adjUSt_for
total loading and delivery quantities between_cargo vans. Predetermined
delivery areas and routes should not be viewed as absolute conStraintS to
the modification procedures.

This concept of loading and routing 18 hOw the Supervisor now performs his
daily Job.

5. Written dispatch records and manifests should be maintained.

There is and hat been A daily dispatch log.

6. MCPS should conduct a study to determine the feasibility and cost-
effeCtiveness_of consolidating some _or all of the warehouse supply
deliveries with the Pony deliveries and/or the food services deliveries_in
order to reduce or eliminate one or more of the separate delivery fleets;
This study should be closely coordinated with the WarehOuSe
location/consolidation study recommended in Chapter 1.

Warehouse deliveries have been made by pony_ trucks for years depending
upon the size of the parcel; Supply deliveries are made_ daily by pony
trucks. The primary purpose of pony mail service is to distribnte_Isil,
training fill (800-1000 per day); instructional materials, and pay checkS.

Insofar as food services deliveries are concerned, Sanitation requirements
and FDA regulations preclude cc:mingling school and cnettOdial SUpplieS,
particularly in regfrgierated trucks.

An automated inventory control and distribution system provides an
effective control in the distribution of food products; Similarly, the
current warehouse supply syatea is renouned for its responsiveness to
schools and offices. loth delivery fleets are required, and are



5

performing their respective missions in MCPS efficiently. Further studies
do not appear warranted.

7. Managers of the transportation and maintenance division should establish
the necessary procedures to assure that duplicate delivery runs for parts
and supplies are not made between the depots.

A procedure will be developed with transportation And maintenance division
managers to_ensure closer coordination and improvements of joint services,
and to avoid duplicate deliVeries to depots.

8. The Division _of _Transportation's feasibility study of satellite bus
parking lots should be expanded to consider the savings to food services
delivery operations if one or more of these satellite lots were located
near a central kitchen.

Space for food service vehicles in satellite bus lota near central
kitchen:3 will be Considered.
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THE WAREHOUSING AND DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

OF

THE DIVISION OF SUPPLY AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

INTRODUCTION

Montgomery County Public Schools has been using the centzalized warehnuse
concept for the zrzocurement nd diStribution of supplies foi the past 20 years.
At least two major factora are important to the cost effective operation of
such a concept: (1) the existence and operation of an adequate and efficient
warehouse facility and (2) the operation of an efficient distribution system.

Chapter l_etaMinds_the first of these two factors. The primary purpose of this
chapter is to review the usei operation, and condition of the Division of
SOpply and Property Management Warehouse. The specific objectives are to (1)
identify and reVie4 the present functions performed in the warehouse; (2)
reVieW its _current physical condition; and (3) evaluate its operat!_onal
Charadteriatics, such as layout, materials flow, and security

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the various distribution systems currently it
use by MCPS and looks specifically at the distribution systems of the DiViSior
of Supply and Property Management.

The report does not address the operation of the warehouse facilities or
deliVery systems managed by the Divisions of Transportation, Maintenance, and
FoOd Services except where chese operations are related to a supply and
property managemant warehouse or distribution issue. Sjme tither adpects Of the
ttansportation, maintenance, and food serVidas Warehouse, inventory, and
distribution systems were reviewed in previous management studies of those
units. However, it is important to dete that Several significant changes have
been made in these other operatiOns since the original management stucKes, and
some reexamination would be neteadary in Connection with several of the
recommendations in this report. The_MOSt dignifidant changes have occurred in
food services and maintenance operations.

The information in this report Wad obtained from (1) interviews with management
staff of the Division of Supply and Property Management; (2) a survey of
employees in the Division of Supply and Property Management; (3) a survey of
hali of the MCPS school principals; (4) interviews with the management staff of
two Virginia school districts--Arlington and Fairfax Counties, five Maryland
school districts--Anne Arundel, Baltimore County, Baltimore City, Howard, and
Prince George's, and the District of Columbia Public Schools; and (5) project

s 20



iiSff observational of both the MCPS Lincoln Center Warehouse and those of the
City Of Baltimore and District of Columbia Public Schoola

Overallj_the_study found the_ attitudes of principals towards the services
provided_by the Division of Supply and Property Management to be very positive;
The division has a strong track record for processing a large number of
requisitions, distributing a high volume of supplies, and meeting the short
term demands of the school system, although these services are not necessarily
carried_out at the lowest possible cost or in the mos effecient tanner
NeVertheless, the "can do" attitude of the division's staff 1.8 well respected
throughout the school; system.

1
This study was originally a _part_ of a comprehensive management review of all

aspects of the 4ivision_of Supply and _Propertj Management. Sume of the
warehouse observatione and other data collection took place more than a yerzr
ago. Subsequently, for reasons which have no direct bearing on the findings in
this report, the study was subdivided and certain findings in other parts of
the study were reexamined. As a result, all of the reports have been delayed.
In discussions of the draft version of this report, division managers indicated
to_stuel_staff that dUring_zhe intervening year improvements have been made in
some of the areas, 40ecially warehouse housekeeping practtces and procedures,
identified here as deficient.
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CHAPTER 1

WAREHOUSING AND WAREHOUSE OPERATIONS

Finding3

Futictions of_-the-- Warehouse

The Lincoln Center Warehouse serves as the central location for most 6f
attiVities of the Division of Supply and Property_Management. The pritery_dat
of_the_warehouse is the central receiving, storage, _and distributiOn_Of Jthool
and office supplies. The building also houzies the division's adtinibtrative
offices, the textbook processing and depository functidn, the "property control
function, the furniture repair function, forms storage, and other types of
genera' storage.

The five primary tasks perfOrmed_in the_ warehouse related to the supplies
function are (1) _receiving, _(2) .stocking and inventory; (3) filling
requisitions (picking),_(4) packing_orders f2r_distribution, and (5) loading
delivery vehicles._ Exhibits 1 and 2 indicate the specific tasks performed in
the work process flow for_prOcuring0 receiVingi ordering, and distributing
Warehouse-Catalog items. The functions described are performed by staff in the
Warehouse and Distribution Sections of the division.

Characteristics of Current Warehouse Facility

The existing warehouse building is located on the Lincoln Center site on North
Stonestreet Avenue in Rockville. Although a location analysis was not
conducted, thewarehouse appears to be centrally located in relation to the
schools and other facilities it serves.

Access of delivery vehicles to major roads, however; has been restricted it_th
last few years due to Metro construction. The_increased traffiC anticipated by
the opening of the Rockville Metro station in the near futtre will further
COMplicate this situation.

Although the warehouse is located along the B & 0 refire:4W track, there is no
tail car unloading facility._ :onsequently, all deliveries are Made by over-
therroad trucks and vans, which fuether compounds_the traffic and access
problems. _The service area currently_being used for Maneuvering tractor
trailorS And vans is unnecessarily restricted. Thiet iS bein illustrated by the



Exhibit 1
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phOtegraph in Exhibit 3. Not onIris the current situation inconvenient for
the dr:ivers but also represents an unsafe situation. Large tractor trailers
tanat baCk into the loading dock by nv;king a sharp turu as illustrated in
EXhibit 4.

The warehouse building in_a onestory strrcture containing aliprexitately_404000
square feet of floor space:.Actually, the vurehousatonalatt Of tilltiple
adjacent builditgs_constructed at varipta _times; _The dziginal WardhouSe
comprised three surplus "nuonset huts" obtainedL frm the Military. AS
requirement for additional warehouse opcce eaVelOped o7er the years, new
adjacent buildiLgs wl,re added._ple photfigraph it 3ichibit 5 shows one if the
three oeperate but connected built:info thAt curruLly Oomprise the warehouse:
In the 1960's a Lew media _proceeSing center Wad dOnattUdted adjoIning the
warehouse. Althongh the_ Division og svpply and Property Management 6oes not
ha7e responsfality foz. this func4i60) Proearaing Center is conveniently
located for the division'S diBtrthutio. of librarr zatorialt and filmai

In general, the warehouse buildings aro not well suited for the current uoa.
Many:structural cenditions exist that make apace utilization difficult, unsafe,
and inefficient._ Ceiling heights are low, and there is a lack 71'.; unifoilaity
among the three buildings. In addition, light fixtures and_a5r cirr.ulating
fana hang from the ceilings at a height that interkere4 with ihe storage of

pliia. This situation is shown in the photograph in Ezhibit 6.

The series of buildings that comprisc: the varehousn are in generally poor
physical condition. Roof leakage and other physical probletd Are *Vident. _As
can be seen In the photograph in Exhibit 7, construction of high riae
commercial buildings adjoining_the Lincoln Center site haa Significantly
increased the 'Falue of thrs_property in the last ten yeara. The CCUlipletion of
the Metro station only a_few Illocka away will further 1.11dr-dead proPertY value
in this area. Ail of_these factors_indicate that MCPS Should begin now to plan
for a replacemet warehouse and to assess the future of the entire Lincoln
Center complex.

Warehouse_01erationS-, Layout,

The_functional layout presented in Exhibit 8 shows the allocation of warehouse
space to the_ vPrious functions of the Division o Supply and Property
Management. The three primary types of storage are (1) open area, (2) pallet
racks, and__(3)_shelves.EXhibit 9 ahot,i6 the Aetual floor space allocations by
type of storage area. Since exact measurements are not required for comparison
of_space allocations, the block sectioning representation of space utilization
has been used in this_analysis. Data presented in Exhibit 9 show that over
half (54 percent) Of the available floor space in the warehouse is currently
being used by the supply function. The next largest allocation of space is for
the textbook processing function (14 percent).

The furniture repair function. which_is assigned to ete re.vision of_stpoly and
Property_ Management, bat which is not a "warehousing" finictiOn And Would not
usually be included in a warehouse (in part because of the flainmable materials
Uded far refinishing), occupies five percent of the floor area.
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DIVISION OF SUPPLY AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
WAREHOUSE FACTIONAL LAYOUT



EXhibit 9

ALLOCATION OF WAREHOUSE FLOOR SPACE BY FUNCTION

Functions Percentag of Total

Supply_Total

_Space

21,863 54
Supply Storage 15,757
Receiving 760
Packing 900
Distribution 4,446

Textbooks and ISM 5;704 14
Administrative 3,858 10
Furniture Repair 2,021 5
Property Control 3;168 8
Other storage 3,393 8
Forms storage 525 1

Periodic visits during the course of this study have provided evidence for the
following observations concerning the layout cf the warehouse:

1. The general flow of materials through the warehouse (receiving to
storage to packing to loading) is good.

2. The amount of floor space allocated to the receiving function is
insufficient. Temporary storage space and facilities to conduct the
receiving inspection and stocking tasks are not available. When
observed, the repeiving area spaces were frequently crowded, messy,
and unorganized.'

3. The amount of floor space allocated to the packing are& is also
insufficient. Workers sometimes did not have sufficient space to
maneuver push carts and Cork lifts or position supplies for the
packing task.'

4. The area set aside_for the furniture_repair function was often
cluttered with what appears to be_a large backlog of furniture
waiting for repair. The amount of space given to the furniture
repair functiou is more than twice that provided to either the
receiving or packing functions.

5. Floor space throughout the warehouse is neither identified nor
marked. ViSits to warehouses in surrounding school systems showed
well-identified storage areas, with aisles and storage space markings
painted on the floor.

1These situations are particularly Severe during the six months peak
period (NWy-October).



6. Aisles are too narrow and not straight. Some open storage areas did
not have consistent aisles, but rather there were what appeared to be
changing pathways around stacks of supplies. Narrow aisles make it
more difficult for workers to perform effectively and may represent
a safety hazzard to the proper operation of pallet rollers.

7. The receiving and shipping docks are located too close together. In
addition, they are at right angles to each other rather than
parallel. Consequently, tractor trailors attempting to position
themselves at the receiving and shipping docks at the same time woulu
have extreme difficulty.

8. In Some sections of_the warehouse, pallets loaded with supplies for
storage were located in_a single_ layer directly on the floor rather
than on pallet rack:3 which Save floor space by layering pallets.

Warehouse Operationc: Procedures

The study found that current procedures for ordering and inventory control are
well established and usually followed. Although procedures for performing
warehouse tasks seem to be known by employees, the etudy could not identify
written standard operating procedures. Instead, the warehouse operations
depend on institutional memory. While this arrangement may appear satisfactory
to the current long-term employees, it provides no b&sis for instructing new
employees, cross-training other employees, meeting emergency situations, or
informing senior managers outside the division. Written procedures should
normally be available for the following:

Ii Processing confirming_orders
2. Performing receiving functions
3i Picking and packing orders
4i Organizing the distribution area

The study also found that, although an item locator system is in place at each
storage shelf location to direct_ staff to any additional location of reserve
supplies of the same item, there is no written documentation for the system_nor
any_master locator chart to direct personnel to the primary stock locPtion.
Again, the division relies on the institutional memory of long-time staff;
Study_observations revealed_cases when warehouse staff spent unnecessary time
locating supply items when filling orders. Well documented_master item locator
systems simplify_the placement of new stock into inventory, promote rapid
Selection of _stock for issue, facilitate training, and encourage maximum
utilitation of storage space.

The institutional memory of the Iong-term staff collectively in _all of_thetie
procedural areas is_a pcaitive resource which couId be tapped _now to create the
written documentation which will be needed in the future when turnover Will
inevitably occur.



Warehouse__Operations_:_ Housekeeping

During the course of_ the study project staff made numerous observation visits
to the_warehouse and found that during_the peak May-to-October period some
areas of,the warehouse were consistenly messy,_cluttered, and unorganized.
Aisles in supply storage_areas often contained_boxes of mAteriala either
waiting to_be placed into inventory or actually being stored_there. Au example
of this _situation is shown in the photograph in Ekhibit 10. Open space and
pallet rack storage areas_were particularly cluttered and unorganized. The
furniture repair area was found to be packed solid with furniture waiting for
repair. Both the Storage area_and the work area for the furniture repair
futiction_Were Messy' extremely cluttered, unorganized, dark, unacceptable as a
work enVironment, And a potential fire hazard. See the photograph marked as
Exhibit 12.

In contrast to ne above areas, the distribution and shelf storage areas were
found to be generally neat and well organized with good housekeeping
practices in evidence, as shown in Exhibits 11 and 13.

No eVidence was found that housekeeping guidelines or standardA are documented
anywhere in writing.

Warehouse Operations: Material Handling Equipment

Three types of material handling equipment are_ used to_ move most of the
supplies: (1) pallet,rollers,_(2) pallet lift rollera, and (3) grocery carts.
A pallet /oiler is pictured in Exhibit 13 and_is the primary piece of equipment
used for_Ioading and unloading tractor trailers and vans, moving palletized
items into and out_o.if storage areas, and moving packaged orders to the
distribution area. Pallet rollers do not have the capability to raise pallets
more than a few itches Off the floor. To store or retrieve pallets from pallet
racks four to eight feet _above the floor, a pallet Iift roIler_is used. This
piece _of eqUipMent fa similar in appearance and operation to the pallet roller
except for ita Ability to raise the fork to greater heights. A single pallet
lift roller it; Available in the warehouse.

Standard supermarket grocery carts are utilized to select _(pick) small supply
items gild tranAport them to the packing area. The use of the grocery cart_i$
pictured id Exhibit 11. The general finding of the study is that the material
handling equiPment currently being used is adequate.

Warehouse 0 erationsafety

The design and physical condition_ of the warehouse0_ combined with the
housekeeping practices discussed earlier,_have contributed to the existence of
a number of relatively unsafe_working_conditions. The_photograph in ExhibitIO
shows cluttered aisles,_poorly stacked boxes, and lights and fan equipment
hanging in storage_areas., Internal audit staff,_ who visit the warehouse
periodically for other_purposes, have observed_siMilar situations. These
conditions require employees to exercise skill And Caution to avoid accidents.
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DUring_stUdy visits_to the_ warehouse, _an additional unsafe practice_was
Observed. _Exhibits 14 and 15 show that flammable liquids were not stored in
Separate isolated and protected areas. In this case, duplicating fluid was
ObSerVed in an_open area next to paper storage. The warehouse facility las
been inapected_by Montgomery County fir. inspection engineers and was passed at
at Acceptable level_of safety. Nevertheless, improving on the storage practice
repotted here will increase the fire safety condition of the warehouse.

Aldidat a t...rd of the respondents to the Staff Survey (28 percent) indicated
thAt,cuttent conditions were "unsatisfactory." In addition, almost one-quarter
of the Stiff (22 percent) indicated that the warehouse was an unsafe place to
work. Seventy-two percent of the division staff, however, indicated that_ they
thought that the environmental quality of the warehousa was either "very
satisfactory" or "satisfactory"; and only a few accidents in the Warehouse
are reported annually.

Warehouse_ -erations:--- Securit

Physical security _within the warehouse appeared to be lax during normal
operating hourd. Except at night, security guarda, gates, or electronic
security systems are not used to monitor personnel movement into or within the
warehouse. Current procedures for processing confirming orders anew school
and other MCPS employees to be in the warehouse unaccompanied. During the
Summer months, doors are frequently left open for necessary ventilation
purposes, thereby allowing uncontrolled access to the warehouse.

Warehouse managers lo point out that supervisors_and staff_are generally aware
of_ strangers in the building. Whenever there is doubt, _the atratger_ia
Politely addressed and offered assistance."Managers also point out that they
know of no cases of significant Ioss ar shrinkage from warehouse invent-dries.
However, the external audit firm of Touche, Ross & Co. st_ated in the FY 1979
and FY 1980 management letters thati_betatse_of_certait itvetttry AC-counting
practices which provide for periodic adjustments based_on hiSteriCal trend:Si
"information regarding the_actual amount of shrinkage id not AVAilable." That
is, with the exception of a significantly large amount or readily identifiable
item, a recurring modest loss due_to inventory ahritkage tiight_go Undetedted
because it wou3id be_buiit into the historical trend. In addition, good
management_practices_suggest that internal contrO18,_SUch ad physical security,
should be in placejprior_to any_actual loss -- het_intititiited After it is too
Iate. If a major security_problem were ta octur,_MCPS would be asked to show
that "reasonable care" Ilad been exercided to Safeguard the contents of the
warehouse.

Many of the_ security faetors_identified here for_the supply warehouse are also
truefor other_parts of_the Lincoln Center complex. Valuable collections_of
library materials, audio-Visual equipment and films, computers, printing
equipment, and other_items are located at Lincoln Center. Addressing _the
security issues way*_ therefore* require solutions which go beyond the Division
of Supply and Property Management alone.
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Implications of the Findings

Current Warehousing_Practites

Although the warehouse is _not_ in good physical_condition and iMPOses certain
physical constraints on_operations, it appears likely that the current facility
will continue_in:nperation for at_least sev:Aral more years. (See the next
section regarding study of a possible ;ley _facility.) During the continuing
use, the overall effitieftcy r effectiveness of the supply warehouse
operstious could be improved by:

1. Reeximining the overall layout of the warehouse with the minimum
objettive_Of considering changes iu the layout to improve the space
elle-tilted to receiving and packingi widen and mark the aisles, and
apt-irate further the receiving and shipping areas

2. DeVeloping written operating procedures and a stock locator system

3. Continuing to improve and documenting current housekeeping precticeS

4. Enforcing safety requirements for personnel and sLored materiAls

5. Improving security for the warehouse specifically and for Lincoln
Center generally (One improvement might be to install metal gates,
which permit ventilation but restrict personal passage, on selected
external warehouse doors.)

These changes/improvements could be accomplished with a minimum of expense. At
the same time, an offSetting modest savings should result from the greater
efficencies of better procedures and housekeeping.

FutureWarehouse Requirementeand ImOrovements

The current warehonad is Oldi in poor physical condition; and not well_suited
for contInuing use as a Warehouse. If_ MCPS continues operating a centralized
warehouse, consideration will have tO be given to a replacement facility.

The value of tbe property on which the warehouse and the rest of the Lincoln
Center complem is turrently _located is increasing significantly with_the
changing surroundings. Although state law would require_MCK7 to surrenderthiS
property to the county government if it were to 33nger_required for nthtitil
system_use and theiccunty would benef:kt directki from the increased Valne) MCPS
could benefit indirectly through an axreement with the county regarding the
financing of a replatemnnt warehouse.

MCPS currently _operates a number_of independent_ warehouse facilitieS And
inventory control systems,_ including the_Food Service WarehOuse, _the DiNtisioll
Of Maintenance Warehouse which ia operated by the DiviSion Of Supply and
Property Management, and the primary transportation parts warehouse. Although
separate, these warehouses are all part of the Shady Grove Government Services
Park in Gaithersburg.
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The existence of these separate warehouses and the deteriorating condition o
the supply warehouse raise the question of consolidating warehouses t
introduce economies. Sanitation requirements, Federal Drug idministratio
regulations, and other factors restrict the opportunities for ccusolidation o
the supply warehouse with the food services warehouse, although there may b
ways to protect the food services operations while taking advaatage of the rai
e.ding, energy conservation opportunities, and other operating economies. Th
hygienic factors would not be involved if the consolidation were wit
transportation or maintenance warehouse and inventory operations.

On the other hand, At may be that a well-designed, self-cOntained Warehouse an4
distribution center for. the Division of Supply and Prti)erty Manageteot wooll
prove to be more cost-effective;

The determination of (1) the cost'effectivneSs and adVitiability of operatinl
some type of consolidated warehouse; (2)_Whith tUrrent Warehouse operation&
if any, should be consolidatea;_(3) how the COftetrUCtiOn And operating_costg
cf a_coneolidated warehouse voold_oompare te a adparate new warehouse for tilt
Division of Supply and _Property MOdgeteht; _and (4) whether other units fron
the Lii.cola±Center complex should be in-eluded in any relocation is not withii
'che scope of this study; HOWeVerb_ at thaJappropriate_timei the possible
advantages_of consolidating_Staff, sharing floor space,_ and utilizing COMM4M
inventory control aystema should 136 exidaored. With_this in mind, MCPS should
consider_a warehouse relecatien_and Consolidation study to_determine the
feasibility of various_ alternatiVes for replacing the warehouse and other
Lincoln Center facilitide. Thia study should be undertaken when either (1)
alternative purchaeing/diStribUtion sysZeas are considered or (2) it becomes
physicallynecessary to Leplace the existing supply warehouse. Any new or
consolidated warehouse faCilitY Which results from the study should be ftlly
automated Ath a modern invertory control system.

Recommendations

The findings and implications reported in this chapter lead to the following
recommendations:

1. The tractor7trailer_service area in front of the receiving snd
shipping docks_should be modified to Provide additional room to
maneuver vehicles; This dab be ACCOMplished by moving employee
parking closer to North Stofteatteet AV-dude.

2; A_new layout_ of_ the fleet Spade allocations should be developed and
include the individual SUggedtions contained in_this report. Among
these suggestionS are (a) indreaSing the space allocation for th-e
receiving and packing fUndtionsi (b) conve:7ting some open storage
area_to pallet rack Storage area, (c) increasing the width of and
marking the_ flOor_ for aisles, and (d) further separating the
receiving and Shipping areas.
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3. A more formal, expanded, and documented stock locator system shGuld
be designed and implemented;

4. A program_to continue increasing the awarenetiS And importance of good
hOUSekeeping prictices should be developed.

5. Existing standard operating procedures should ba docutented_and
issued in writing for confirming orders; receiving functions; picking
and packing; and distributing.

6. All types of flammable liquids and other similar materials should be
stored in a separate controlled area.

7. The inclusion of the furniture repair area within the warehouse
building should be reassessed far safety reasons.

8. a comprehensive Sec,.rity plar which stresses the concept of
reasonable care" should be developed for the warehouee in close
consultation with other MCPS units located at the Lincoln Center.
The plan should include procedures which limit access to And movement
within the warehouse by any persons other than personnel of the
Division of Supply and Property Management. One aspect of these
procedures should be the establishment of a "secure" area for picking
up confirmed orders. Another aspect is securing exterior doors
and/or installing gates.

9. Because of the physical_condition Of the dkidting warehouse; the lack
of a railroad_siding,,the increased value Of_the Lincoln Center site;
and the increased traffic congestion, conSideration should be given
to another site for the supply warehouse_At&pOOSibly for the othcr
functions currently located-At Lincoln Chter. _Part of that
C-insideration should include a feasibility study and_costbenefit
Analyeis of consolidating the MCPS supply_warehouse With other MCPS
warehouse operations at the Shady Grove site.



CHAPTER 2

DISTRIBUTION OF SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS

Findings

knumbel: of MCPS diVisions conduct distribution activities with separate fleets
Of VehicleS. The two major fleets directly concerned with distribution Of
supplies and materials_are the Division of Supply_and_Property_Managetent and
the Division of Food Services. Im_addition,_the Division_of_ Mt:int-eat:tide MS a
fleet of_vehicles which periodically makes_trips_and_distribUte$ SUpplid6 And
materials to schools audiother_MCPS facilities. The DiViSida_a_Transportation,
in providing pupil transportation services, makes scheduled daily visits to all
schooIs;_ however, these visits are not considered_in this chapter because
their purpose is so ddstinct, from the distribution Of supplies and materials.
But the Division of Transportation does move parts and supplies among the four
bus depots, and that movement is included here.

Each of the_supplies and materials distribution fleets is described for the
purpose of indicating the level of _distribution activity.

_ Discussion and
recommendations are then fOCused_on (a) the_distribution fleets operated by the
Division of Supply and Property Management,' (b) potentiaL consolidations of the
separate delivery fleetS throughout MCPSi and (c)_one future operating
improvement for a ft:6d services fleet. Other management studies have
or will evaluate Varioud additional aspects of the other fleet operations.

The DiVisidn of Supply and Property Management

The Distribution Section of the Division of Supply and Property Management has
responsibility for:

1. Delivering warehouse supplies to_schools, MCPS Offices, and other
Montgomery County Government locations

2. Moving equipment and supplies between schools and offices

3. Transfering furniture and equipment frOM clobed schools to other
schools or to the warehouse

4. Providing the Pony, MCPS'S internal mail system

5. Hauling fuel oil from vendor terMinals to schools, offices, and other
Montgomery County Government locations
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The distribution of fuel oil, including the associated paradthel and Vedhicle
resources, will be discussed in_ a separate_report. The_ priMary pUrpose of this
and the following sections is to review the didtribution of mail and supplies
by the DiVision of Supply and Property Management.

Excluding fuel oil deliveries, the DiStribUtion Section operates five cargo
vans, seven step vans,_ and one trailer. The oUperVising supply services worker
has_primary_responsibility for_ carrying out the fUndtions of the section. He
isssupported_by 11 supply servides worker II'S (grade 10)i who drive cargo and
step vans; three supply servicas worker I'S (Grade 8), who serve as delivery
helpers; and three tractor-trailer operators (Grade 11), who may drive either
fuel oil or supply trailers.

A diSpatcher position and two tractor-traiIer operator positions have beet
elitihated from this_section since FY 1982. The dispatcher's responsibilities
Were_combined With the supervisor's duties. Although the number of schools has
dedlined_eignificantly over the last 8 to 10 years due to school closingS, otly
One Supp14- services worker position has been deleted since FY 1976.

Delivery of Warehouse_SuppIies

The supply_distribution process begins at the diStribUtion area of the
warehouse were paIIetized_supply orders, packaged_by_Sdhool, ate loaded onto
the vans. Vans are usually loaded at_the end of the day_so they are ready for
early delivery the following morning. DriverS and their helpers are
responsible for loading vans.

The county is_ divided into five predetermined delivery areas, one per delivery
van. Each school it each_srea may receive a daily supply delivery. The
distribution supervisor daily monitors _tbe Shipping lists ready for delivery,
assigns the delivery helpers where they are most needed, and manually
modifie Ale predetermined routes as necessary to eliminate schools with no
orders._However, the modifications are minimal. Although not all delivery
stops need to be made_every day (because there are no supply or textbook orders
for specific schools), the stops which are necessary ard usually made in the
same sequetne listed in the route_ for each area. School delivery assignments
which tross_the five area_boundaries are rarely, if ever, made. These
procedures dO htit necessarily ensure that the most cost effective_use is made
of equipment or personnel resources nor that the fewest miles are driven.

Theoretically, these procedures can result in deliveries to each sdhool evety
day. Exhibit 16 shows the results of asking school principals to_What ektett
they tht..7ght the frequency of supply_deliverieS dOtild be_tedUded.
Approximately half of the principals responding_(51 06tdeht) indidated that the
frequency of deliverien_could not be reduced WithdUt_haVing _a negative impact
on the instructional program in their_school. High SCheitil prindipals responded
more favorably to reduced supplies_deliverieS that did eleMentary and junior
high principals. AIthough_half of the principals aurveyed_(49 perdent) felt
that the frequency of deliveries_could_be reduted to SeVeral times a week, no
one felt that the reduction could be extended to_leild than dude a Nreek. It is
interesting to note that three of the four school ayaterna Via:sited (with central
warehouses) currently make other than daily deliveries to sdhoolS.
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Eichibit 16

EXTENT TO WHICH THE FREQUENCY OF SUPPLY DELIVERIES
CAN BE REDUCED BY SCHOOL TYPE*

Frequency All EleM. Junior Senior

Three tiMes/week 14% 14% 14% 17%
TOice per week 8 11 0 _O
Once per week 18 17 29 17
TWice per nonth 0 0 0 0
Once per month 0 0 0 0
Cannot be reduced 51 53 57 33
Other 8 6 0 3

* Percentage response by answer choice to the question "To_What_ettent Could
the frequency of these deliveries (daily supply deliVerie0_ be reduCed Without
having a negative impact on the instructional program in this school?"

No written dispatch records are maintained by the division. Therefore, it is
not possible to determine accurately the frequency with which deliveries are
made to individual schools nor.the size and quantity of packages delivered when
stops are made.

-Use of Helpers on DeliVerY Vans

The deliVery helper6are usually assigned to three of the five delivery vats tit
a daily "most-needed" basis by the supervisor._The primary functiOnS performed
by the_helpers are to assist the driver in loading the vat at rhe_WarehbUSeand
unloading supplies at each school. Upon arrival at_the Scheel, the driVer
usually tries to locate someone to sign for the delivery while the helper
begins to unload supplies. When the driver returns, they -continue to unload
SUpplieS and deliver them to the_ appropriate locatibt in the building. There
are no paperwork or other tasks to be performed between. Std08.

Study observat4ons of the delivery process in schools revealed that (1) most
schools, especiaily at the secondary level, have building services staff who
could be available to help unload supplies; (2) school staff contacted by the
driver may be the building service manager, a building service worker,
secretary, or clerk; and (3) the person signing for receipt of supplies usually
only verifies the number of boxes delivered, with further checking of boxed
items (4one at c later time.

The rationale ieentificd by supply management_personnel for the helper is that
(1) some suppIies/equipment delivered to schools require two people because of
size and/or weight factors, (2) the volume of supplies unloaded at many
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locations is such that considerable time is saved by having the helper addidt
in the unloading_task,_ and (3) two people per delivery vat redticeit_ the
probability of loss by theft. The study found that note Of the other SChool
systems visited by project staff uses helpers on delivery vAnd.

The_Pony Delivery

In FY 1984, responsibilityfor the MailrOOM tgaii transfered from the office
manager in_the Educational_ServicaS Centr tO the Division of Supply and
Property Management, which already had reSpOnitibility fot the Pony deliveries.

Five drivers and trucks are used_to deliVer Mail, small supply packages, and
films to_schools and Offices. EACh Van follows a pre-established route and
makes,daily stops for delivery And pickup at each school or other location.
The Pony service originates from the Mailroom in the Educational Services
Canter, and pickups_of_small supplies are made at the warehouse. Films are
picked dp_at the film library adjacentro the warehouse, transported_to the
Mailroom in the ESC, sorted by school, and distributed to schools via the Pony
vans.

Eichibit 17 shows the results of asking_school principals tO what dictent they
felt that Pony deliveries could be reduced without having_a negative impact on
the instructional _ programs in their_ schools. _Principals_ .aurvesred C7dre
stronger in their response to this question than to the queStibt concerting
reducing the frequency of_supply deliveries. Eighty-one percent reSpOrided that
the frequency of Pony deliveries could not be reduced VithOdt an itpadt on
their schools. All (100 percent) of the responding jilhior high prinCipals
indicated that the frequency of_Pony deliveries could tOt be reduced belOW the
current daily schedule. Senior high principals Were the moat Willing (33
percent) to reduce the frequency of Pony deliverieS.

Exhibit 17

EXTENT TO WHICH FREQUENCY OF PONY DELIVERIES CAN
BE REDUCED BY SCHOOL TYPE*

Arrequency All Elem. Junior _Senior

Three times/week 12% 11% 0% 33%
Twice per week 0 0 0 0
Once per week _ 0 0 0 _O
Cannot be reduced 82 81 100 67
Other 6 8 0 0

* Percentage response by answer choice to the question "To_What eictent can the
frequency of these deliveries (daily pony deliveries) be reduced Without having
a negative impact on the instructional program in your School?"
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Distribution_of _Food Services_Supplies

Since the completion of the Food Services Warehouse, the distribution of All
food supplies _has been the sole responsibility of the Division Of Food
Services. Two separate_types of food supply systems Are_cdrrently operated_by
the division. One involves the weekly distribution of food_and_related_supplies
from the Food Services_Warehouse to schools with _on-Site_kitchens. The second
distribution system_involves the daily delivery of Satellite lunches from the
five central kitchens to satellite schools;

Schools with on-site kitchens submit Weekl!-, Orders for food and other supplies.
The_ Food Services _WarehouSe SuperVitior has overall responsibility for
coordination of the diStribUtiOn_Of SuOplies. Three delivery vans are used for
this purpose and make one scheduled weekly delivery to each school. Drivers
load their vans_at the WAtehodad Uaing pallets and unload at the schools using
hand trucks. No helperii_Are dthployed on the vans and generally no one at the
schools helps with the Unloading. The Food Services Warehouse supervisor daily
modifies the delivery routes according to total loads and quantities to be
unloaded at individual schools.

It the 1983=1984 AChool year, the Divisic,n of Food Services operated 5_ centrAl
kitchens, serving a total of 67 satellite schools._ Exhibit 18 shows the number
of routes and number of satellite schools served by each central kitchen.

Twenty-one trucks are available to cover the 17_routett (thiS figure includes 4
spare trucks). Ten of the trucks are regular St_dp vans and seven are
refrigerated step vans. The regular vats are givdt the_Shortest routes. The
sequence of satellite school_stops is fixed,_ and With- make the same runs every
day. Because of the nature of satellite_lundhed, A Sthall time window exists'in
which the lunches must_ be_delivered; COndequently, driVers are employed for 4
to 6 hours per day_which includes time to pidk_up their assigned vans at
either the Shady_Grove or Randolph Road TrAndpOrtAtion Centers. No helpers are
assigned to these vans. Drivers load and unload Vand Audi as time permits;
work on the assembly line_in_the tetttral_kitChen. They complete their routes
and return to the_transportation cetterS betWeen 12:30 =1:30 p.m. each day for
refueling, security, and overnight maintenance of their trucks, as necessary.

Ekhibit 18

FREQUENCY OF ROUTES AND SATELLITE SCHOOLS
BY CENTRAL KITCMEN FOR FY 1985

Central Kitchen Satellites Served No. 0 _Routes

King 12 3
Fallsmead 15 4
Sherwood _ 17 4
Takoma Park 11 3
BetheAda Chevy Chase 11 3

Total 67 17
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The Division of_Maintenance uses -FA, fleet_of approximately 260 trucka te
transport both workers_and materiala_to schools and other MCPS fatilitida Where
the_maintenance_functions_are performed. Vehitled are dOdrated out of the
Shady Grove_Maintenante Center_whert the_ Maittetente Warehouse_and offices are
located and from three other decentralized depots which the division shares
with_the Division Of_TranapettatiOn._ Staff at dadh depot_ provide maintenance
services to_a set number Of_fit-checils in a given geographical area and make trips
to_these schools on both sdheduled And emergency bases. When not in use, all
maintenance vehidlee are parked at the depots.

Pupil Transportation

The Division of_Pupil Transportation operates and services its fleet of buses
from the same four decentralized depots which are used by the Division_of
Maintenance. The vehicle maintenance program at these depots requires that
parts and supplies be delivered from the primary transportation parts_lotation
at Shady Grove to the other three depots and occasionally among the other
depots.

Implications of the Findings

Delivery_of_Warehouse-Supllies

Because no _written diapatch rederda are Maintained, it was not possible for
project_staff to determine the frequetty Of deliVeried to individual schools or
types of_ schools, althoOgh it is generally agreed that not all schools receive
deliveries every day._Ndarly_half_of the principals surveyed indicate that
something lesa than daily supply delivariee would be acceptable without damage
to the instructiOnal program. AlMost 20 percent of the principals are willing
to have deliveries be as infrequent as once a week.

Currently five vans are making supply deliveries each day for a weekly total of
25_ runs. If supply deliveries were reduced from five to three daya a week
(the minimum_reduction supported by the largest number of principals) and_a
staggered delivery schedule begun, only 15 runs would be required each week.
At least one delivery van (possibly two, depending upon other distribution
needs of the division) could be deleted at this reduced level of service.

Since three deliveries a week would result in supplies reaching the_athoola
within one day of when they do now and since_ schools could continue the
existing practice of sending someone to the warehouse to pick up eMergetiC
orders, it appears unlikely that this level of reduced deliVery Servicee would
have any significant impact on school operations.

As shown on Exhibit 19, if the_salaries of One driVer and One helper are
deleted along with the_elimination of one deliVety Van, a redUttion tO the
level of supply delivery service auggested in this report would result in an
annual savings of approximately $50,000.



Exhibit 19

ESTIMATED ANNUAL SAVINGS FROM REDUCING SUPPLY DELIVERIES
TO THREE TIMES PER WEEK

Item_ SAVings

Supply Services Worker II, Grade 10, Step D $17,160

Supply Services Worker I, Grade 8, Step D 15,787

Fringe Benefits at 302 9,884

Operating Costs and DeprediatiOn Associated
With Supply Delivery Function for Van

Total

7;538

$50,369

Use of Helpers_on_Delivery_Vans

The reduction in the number of supply deliveries and the corresponding
reduction of at least one delivery van assumes a reduction in the number of
delivery helpers by one.

Beyond this reduction is a further possible reduCtiOn by dlitinating helpers on
all delivery vans. On the dile hand, the StddY observed that (a) none of the*
surrounding school systems Which Ude thd Centraliidd warehouse concept find it
necessary to provide helperS_Ot SupplY deliVerY vans, (b) the MCPS Division of
Food_Services does tot provide helperS On its supply vans although some roughly
equivalent_ weights and delivery Situations are involved, (c) building service
workers are_frequntly AVailable_to aSSiat with unloading at the schools, and
(d) most of the items deliVerdd do not require two persons to carry them.

On the °titer hand, it_WaShbtdd earlier that supply division managers point out
(a) the size_or weight of _some delivered items require a second person _to
unload, (b) the quantity Of items delivered at some locations is such that_a
helper saves tithe, and (c) the presence of two persons is a theftdeterent.
Although other internal control mechanisms; such as signed manifests and
delivery Slipb, Can_serVe as weII as a second person to deter theft, the other
two pointS haVd Validity. However; they are not true for every deliVery at
eve_ty sChOOl. By grouping large quantity or heavy items on ote Of the three
Weekly deliVeries to each school and by adjusting routes tO balande total daily
loads,_the need for supply helpers could be reduced to a single position whiCh
would bd rotated daily among the five delivery areas;

A_reduction of another supply service worker I would Save an additional
$20,500, inCluding fringe benefits; annually.

During the summer months when school closings and other 5peciS1 faCtors can
indrease the volume of large or heavy items being transporLdd on the cargo
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vans, the_current practice of using tempoi.ary helpers paid from parttime funds
might need tO baexpanded slightly to offset rhe position loss. Approximately
$5,000 proViddit 12 Weeks of temporary Summer hel0.

DeliVery Van Routine

Although division managers indicate that the delivery van routes "are modified
on a daily basis to adjust for loading and delivery quantities," the extent of
the modifications could not be determined because of the absence of_Written
dispatch records; Information obtained from study interviews is inconSistent on
this point; however; since managers indicate that vans are not rerouted
across the boundaries of the five predetermined deliVery_areas; it it; Clear
that at least that selfimposed constraint exists to limit optimal route
modifications;

Whether cr not the supply delivery service is reduced, obtaining fuel econoties
and reducing driving times require thar maxiMum effort_be_giVen to daily route
modifications. _If the study suggestions ro reduce deliveries and delivery
helpers are implemented; careful monitoring and modifiCation of loads and
routes become critical.

ThePony Delivery

The study identifed no need for, potential for savings from;
Of making_changes in the current Pony delivery system at this
recommendations of this report to relocate the warehouse
deliVery fleets were implemented, a reexamination of the Pony
Might be required.

Multiple MCPS Delivery Systems

or desireability
time; If other
or consolidate
delivery system

The study found that, even without including the pupil transportation bus
fleet, MCPS is currently operating at least 7 different delivery systems.
These are the following:

o Ware,nuse supplies and equipment
o The ay
o Fuel oil
o Food services satellite meals
o Food services supplies atd unprocessed foods
o Maintenance_supplies, equipment, and personnel
o Transportation partS And SupplieS among depots

Although some economies have been identified in this and other management
studies for several of these individual delivery systems; a greater savings
would_ occur if_consolidation of deliveries were possible with the subsequent
reduction or elimination of one or more existing fleets.
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Full feasibility and cost analyses are not within the scope of this study.
HoWever, the following three possible fleet consolidation situations should at
least be examined:

1. Pony and Warehonse Supply Deliveries

Current practice calls for small supply packages to be included on
the Pony delivery. Since study observations shoWed that many
warehouse supply packages can be handled by one person, a greater
number of supply packages could be added to the Pony runs except for
two constraints: (a) the limited interior space and layout of the
Pony step vans and (b) the Pony delivery procedures which do not
require the driver to contact school personnel or obtain receipt
signatures. Therefore, the feasibillty and availability of using
some larger Pony delivery vehicles or modifying the interior
configuration of the existing step vans should be expI,'red, and the
added delivery time within schools should be estimated. Then the
operating costs and delivery personnel time of an expanded Pony
delivery system could be compared to the personnel and operational
savings from reducing the supply delivery fleet.

2. Food Services and Warehonse_Supply Deliveries

Food services cargo vans currently make weekly deliveried to_all
schools from the Food Services Warehouse at Shady Grovet_vhile
similar supply management_cargo vans make dailyAreeemmetded it thisi
report to be reduced to three times each week) deliVeridit to all
schools from the Lincoln Center Warehouse._ Hygiehid teettidticine_ And
the separation of_ the two warehouae ledatieds haVe Served as
conatraints_against considering any tOtddlidation_Of these two
delivery fleets._ Neverthelesa, the petteibility that operating
savings, especially on the longer_rund te tore diatant Schools, might
result makes the idea of consolidatidn, at leaSt fOr neh=food items,
appealing. If both warehouse supplieS and food supplies were issued
from the same or adjacent facilitieS (a possible outcome of the
warehouse relocation/consolidation study recommended in Chapter 1),
the opportunities for fleet consolidation would increase. Further,
if the Pony vans were to carry a greater number of supply packages,
as suggested above, consolidation with food services for only the
remaining larger/heavier supply items would appear still more
feasible and might make possible the virtual elimination of a
separate supply delivery fleet.

3. 1Wintenance and Transportion Depot Deliveries

Transportation_and maintenance managers should adopt procedures which
assure that neither division would separately move parts and supplies
from _one_ depot _to another without determining whether the other
division had a similar need at roughly the same time.



Food Setwi.ces--Satellite Delivery Vans

Currettly,_the food servicea_satellite delivery vans are returned to the
transportation depots from the central kitchen locations for refueling,
security, and overtiet maintenance, as necessary. While this is a convenience
in_the case of refueling and maintenancei other arrangements could be worked
out if that would permit an operational savings by eliminating "deadhead"
mileage frOM kitchen to depot and back. However, food services managers point
out that there is no current alternate arrangement for truck security since
there ate nO fenced lots at the kitchen locations.

The Division of Transportation has been exploring the feasibility_Of
establishing satellite parking depots for school buses.Each satellite parking
lot would be secure and equipped with fuel pumps. If one or mord of theSe
satellite lots were located adjacent to a central kitchen, both the_Divisidnd
of Transportation and Food Services would benefit. This conaideration should
be introduced into transportation's feasibility study.

Recommendations

The findings and implications reported in this Chapter lead to the following
recommendations:

1. The frequency of warehouse_ supply deliveries to schools and other
locatious_should be reduced. The initial reduction should be from
daily to three times a week, with a corresponding reduction in vans,
drivers, and helpers. After a year's experience with such a schedule,
some further adjustment in frequency may be appropriate.

2. The:current practice of assigning delivery helpers (supply services
Worker I) to supply delivery vans should be_changed to provide a
helper only on a minimum of one delivery run to each location once a
week.

3. The existing practico of usin-z_part-time funds during the peak Sumter
months should be expanded_as necessary to coMpentate for the
reduction in the number of delivery helper positionS

4. Supply delivery loading and_routes_shoUld_be_Modified on a daily
basis to compensate_for scheduled schoolS WhiCh retidird no deliVery
that day, to concentrate_large items_Which require_d delivery helper,
and to adjust for total _loading and deliVery 0-entities between cargo
vans. Predetermined delivery areas_ and _routes Should not be viewed
as absolute constraints to the modification procedures.

5. Written dispatch records and manifedtt ShOuld be maintained.

6. MCPS should conduct a atudy to determine the_feasibility and cost-
effectiveness of _consolidilting some or all Of the warehouse supply
deliveries with the Pony deliveries and/or the food services
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deliVeries_in order to reduce or_eliminste one or more of the
separate delivery fleets. ThiS study Should be Closely coordinated
with the warehoude relocation/Consolidation study recommended in
Chapter 1.

7. Managera of_the traAsportation and maintenance divisions ahould
datablish the necessary procedures to assure that dupliCate
delivery runs for parts and supplies are not made between the depotS.

8. The_Division of Transportation's feaxAbility study of satellite bus
parking lots should be expnded to Consider the savings tO fOod
servides delivery operations if one or more of these Satellite lots
were located near a central kitchen.
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